TravelMate P6
Ultra-light, ultra-powerful,
ultra-secure.

INTRODUCING THE NEW

TravelMate P6

THE BEST OF BOTH
WORLDS
The TravelMate P6 combines portability and
performance. Slim yet durable, it can handle life
on the road and its powerful Intel processor and
connectivity features means no compromises.
Armed with extensive security and management
features, the TravelMate P6 is ideal for an enterprise
environment.

TRAVELMATE P6
KEY FEATURES
10th Generation Intel® Core™ i5/i7 processor
Starting at just 1.164kg and 16.6mm thin
Up to 23 hour battery life with Fast Charge
Industry-grade security
U.S Military tested magnesium-aluminium alloy body
14" FHD touchscreen
Ultra-fast Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax)
USB Type-C port with Thunderbolt™ 3

FLAT-OUT
STUNNING
Sleek, powerful and ultra-portable, the TravelMate P6 is the
perfect travel companion. The light-weight magnesium-alloy
body is just 16.6mm thick and weighs only 1.164kg.1 The refined
design will help you make a great first impression.
Lifting the lid reveals the beautiful narrow-bezel 14" FHD IPS
touchscreen1 that makes sharing and collaborating even easier
with a 180° hinge and 170° wide viewing angle.

weighs

1

1.164 kg

1

Specifications may vary depending on model and/or region.

16.6mm thin

EFFORTLESS
SECURITY
When you're on the road and moving from place to place, it's
vital your device is secure. The TravelMate P6's industry-grade
security features let you focus on the important things.
Windows Hello provides secure logins via a fingerprint reader
seamlessly integrated into the power button or via the IR webcam.

LIFE IN THE EVEN
FASTER LANE

Your company data is protected at the hardware-level with
Trusted Platform Module 2.0 and vPro™1 remote management
technology.

Powered by a 10th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 processor1 and
NVIDIA® MX250 graphics1, the TravelMate P6's thin design
holds immense power. Accomplish more than ever.
Multitask with up to 24GB of rapid DDR4 memory and up to
1TB of super-responsive Gen3 x4 PCIe SSD storage using
NVMe technology1.

Your privacy remains protected at all times with a flick of the
built-in camera shutter after your video meetings are over.
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Specifications may vary depending on model and/or region.

UP FOR THE
LONG HAUL
Back-to-back meetings before dashing to the airport for
the 8pm flight home? With an immense battery life of up to
23 hours,1 the TravelMate P6 is made for your longest days.
With such a long battery life, it can be easy to forget to plug
in. That's when Fast Charging gets you back on track with a
100% charge in just 2 hours. Forgot about that 3pm meeting?
Boost your battery by 50% in less than 45 minutes and stay
connected.
The TravelMate P6's premium design hides a strong chassis
more than equipped to survive the bumps, knocks and drops of
business travel (and airline security) by passing the U.S. Military
Grade MIL-STD 810G2 test.

Up to

23

Power up to 100% capacity
in just two hours

WI-FI ON
ANOTHER LEVEL
With advanced Intel Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) technology, enjoy a
smoother wireless experience with up to 3 times the speed of
standard Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac). That means faster file transfers,
less buffering and more doing.

3X
THE

SPEED

1. Battery life varies depending on product model, configuration, power settings and usage, among other factors.
2. MIL Standards (MIL-STD 810G) are a set of U.S. military grade tests to check the durability of a wide range of products.

Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac)
Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax)

ALL THE RIGHT
CONNECTIONS
The USB 3.1 Gen 2 Type-C™ Thunderbolt™ 3 port adds another
level of power to the TravelMate P6 - capable of ultra-fast
data transfer at up to 40Gbps and battery charging. The ability
to connect to 8K displays turns the TravelMate P6 from a road
warrior to an office powerhouse.

A FIRST-CLASS
EXPERIENCE
Every detail has been considered to ensure the TravelMate P6
delivers a true first-class experience for your online meetings.
A four-mic array picks up vocals from up to two meters away
allowing you to share your screen with colleagues with everyone
being heard. And you'll hear the other end of the call loud
and clear with high-quality dual speakers. Enjoy quicker, more
accurate voice commands with Cortana,® while conferencing is
enhanced with Skype® for Business.
Keep your finger on the pulse during a meeting with the precise
gesture control the ultra-responsive, durable Corning® Gorilla®
Glass NBT™ Touchpad. Swipe between documents and windows
with ease.

Acer TravelMate P6 Features
Fundamentals

Design

10th Gen Intel® Core™ Processor
i5/i7 Configurations

Productivity

180° Lay Flat Design

Backlit Keyboard
Backlit Keyboard

Intel UHD Graphics 620 (default)
NVIDIA® GeForce® MX250 (optional)

Aluminum / Mg-Al Chassis

Precision Touchpad with Corning® Gorilla® Glass NBT™

Windows 10 Home / Pro / Pro Academic

Weight starts at 1.164kg, 16.6mm thick

Microsoft Cortana with Voice

®

Cortana with Voice

256GB or 512GB standard
Up to 1TB NVMe PCIe Gen3 x 4 Lane SSD

Certified for Skype® for Business

U.S. MIL-STD 810G

Up to 24GB DDR4 memory
Up to 23 hours of battery life

Display

Security

14" Full HD Display

IR Camera for Facial Login
with Windows Hello

IPS Wide View Angle up to 170°

Touch Fingerprint Reader
with Windows Hello

Connectivity
USB 3.1 Gen 2 Type-C™ Thunderbolt™ 3
(data, display and power)
MU-MIMO

MU-MIMO 2x2 Wi-Fi 6 Technology

Fingerprint Reader &
Windows Hello

Narrow Bezel

Discrete Trusted Platform Module

Bluetooth® 5.0

Multi-touch Panel (optional)

Specifications may vary depending on model and/or region. Wi-Fi 6 is only applicable to TMP614-51-G2, TMP614-51G-G2, TMP614-51T-G2, TMP614-51TG-G2.

Contact us for a technology consultation: Sales.Aca@acer.com

